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Abstract: Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a famous distance to compare two mono-stroke 

symbols online. It obeys boundary and continuity constraints. The extension of DTW to 

multi-stroke symbols raises specific problems. A naive solution is to convert the multi-stroke 

symbol into a single one via a direct concatenation in the handwriting order. However, people may 

write a symbol with different stroke directions and orders. Applying a brute force method by 

searching all the possible directions and orders leads to prohibitive calculation times. To reduce 

the searching complexity, DTW-A* algorithm, which keeps the continuity constraint during each 

partial matching and reduces the searching complexity by using the A* algorithm, is proposed. 

Experimental results on a flowchart dataset mainly containing multi-stroke symbols indicate that 

DTW-A* algorithm helps to achieve the highest recognition rate and stability in cross-validation, 

as compared with such two other algorithms as DTW and modified Hausdorff distance. 
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多笔画联机手写 符识别的动态时间归 算法
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摘要:在单笔画符号 或 符 联机手写识别中，动态时间规 DTW 算法遵循时间次序

约束和边界约束，并具有较高的识别率  为了将 算法 用于多笔画符号识别，常用而简

单的方法是按照人们的手写 序连接多笔画符号为单笔画符号  但 方法 在一问题: 人

们常使用 同的笔画 序和笔画方向书写同一个符号，用朴素 Brute Force 方法寻找所有

笔画可能性非常耗时 为了降低计算复杂度，文中提出了 DTW-A*算法 在部分笔画匹配时，

算法保留着次序约束，并用 A*算法降低计算复杂度 文中还通过流程 数据 多笔画符

号识别实验对比了 DTW-A*算法  DTW算法  改良豪斯多夫距离 3种算法的性能，结果

表明 DTW-A*算法具有最好的识别率和稳定性 
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0  Introduction  
In this paper, a distance applied to on-line handwriting, whose basic elements are temporal 

point sequences (strokes), is proposed. A sequence is started from the pen-down point and is ended 

at the pen-up point, with variable point number. Based on the elastic point-to-point matching, the 

famous DTW algorithm computes the distance between two sequences[1], i.e. two single-stroke 

symbols, and obeys continuity and boundary constraints during the matching. 

Many works [2] extend the temporal continuity constraint to a spatial continuity constraint in 

two spatial dimensions. It aims at finding a mapping between two sets of points (pixels). The 

contribution of this paper is to focus on how to design a matching between two sets of sequences, 

i.e. two multi-stroke symbols. 

Each instance of a handwritten graphical symbol is different from the other because of the 

variability of human handwriting. Different people may write a visually same symbol with 

different stroke directions and orders. In writer identification, these characteristics help to 

efficiently distinguish writers [3]. However, to understand or communicate the same symbol 

written by different writers, stroke direction and order could be ignored. For instance, a symbol 

containing a horizontal stroke “—” can be written by two different approaches, namely the way 

from left to right “”or an inverse way “”. Comparing two opposite direction strokes, the DTW 

distance distDTW(, ) naturally produces a large value because of two inverse directions. A 

simple solution is to choose the smaller distance between two possible directions of one stroke: 

min(distDTW(, ), distDTW(inv(), )), where inv(.) is an operator for reversing stroke 

trajectory direction. 

However, when comparing two multi-stroke symbols, the number of possible directions and 

orders increases very fast as a function of the stroke number. Table 1 illustrates an example of how 

to write “E” within four strokes. With this example, 384 different writing sequences are possible. 
This example shows the complexity of the combination of different stroke directions and orders. 

In general, the number of different temporal writing paths for a symbol is given by 

 
(1) 
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where N is the stroke number of a symbol. For calculating the DTW distance between two 

multi-stroke symbols, a simple solution is to concatenate the strokes using different stroke 

directions and orders. 

 

Table 1  Variability of stroke direction and order of on-line handwritten symbol 

 

For example, for the DTW distance between  (4 strokes) and  (2 strokes), 384 × 8 = 

3092 possible matching should be calculated. This large combination number is due to different 

writing orders of N strokes (N!) and due to the two directions of each written order (2N ).  

In a more extreme case, we can get rid of all the temporal information and consider the 

symbol as a set of points ignoring the sequences they produce. This leads to the use of the 

Hausdorff distance [4]. This metric is mainly used in image processing domain. Furthermore, 

another varied version is the modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) [5]. 

However, there exists one disadvantage that the temporal continuity property of sequences is 

ignored. In this paper, a distance between two multi-stroke symbols is proposed, which is called 

DTW A* and preserves the temporal continuity constraint. In the investigation, the classical DTW 

between two sequences is first recalled, and is then extended to process two sets of sequences. 

Finally, the corresponding experimental results are presented and a conclusion is drawn. 

1  DTW Between Two Point Sequences 
We start with the simple case in which the two characters are composed of only one stroke, 

respectively. In this case, two strokes (two time-varying-data sequences), denoted as S1 = (p1(1), 

p1(2),... , p1(N1)) and S2 = (p2(1), p2(2),... , p2(N2)), are compared. Giving a warping path P(h) = 

(i(h),j(h)), 1 ≤ h ≤ H, defining the point-to-point associated pairs where h is a pair index from the 

i(h)th point in S1 and from the j(h)th point in S2. P(h) should consider the boundary constraint and 

the continuity constraint. It means that the first two beginning points should be matched in the two 

strokes, and so do the two ending points. The second temporal continuity constraint implies that 

the point-to-point matching shift is equal to one. In addition, all the points are matched at least for 

one time. Calculating the distance between two sequences involves the search of a warping path 

that minimizes the sum of the point-to-point associated cost function: 

 

(2) 

where dist(.,.) is the Euclidean distance in the point feature space.  

The solution to Eq. (2) can be resolved by means of dynamic programming. The dynamic 

programming searches the minimum warping path from a cumulative distance matrix 



 

(3) 

with D(i, j; 0) = 0 for initialization. Once the cumulative distance matrix is computed, we can use 

backtracking to find the minimum warping path. 

 

Fig.1  Two point sequences (two single-stroke symbols) 

Fig.1 illustrates an example of matching two single-stroke symbols. The starting point couple 

is marked with the two circled points. The search for the next couple is obtained with Eq. (3). We 

first compute a cumulative distance matrix as explained in Fig. 2. The best warping path can be 

found by means of backtracking from the ending point couple to the starting point couple to obtain: 

P(1), P(2),..., P(9) = (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (3,4), (4,5), (5,5), (6,6), (6,7), (6,8). We can see that, once 

we define the starting point couple and the ending point couple, the best warping path will be 

found. In Section 2, a comparison between two sets of point sequences will be introduced. 

 
Fig. 2  The cumulative distance matrix D(i, j; h) of Eq. (3) illustration and the best warping path 

2  DTW Between Two Sets of Sequences 
Here, we propose to extend the DTW algorithm to compare two multi-stroke symbols (i.e. 

two sets of sequences). A traditional method is to concatenate the strokes in the handwritten order 
[6]. Therefore, the distance between two multi-stroke symbols can be computed using DTW [1]. We 

call this method the classical DTW. However, because of the stroke-order and stroke-direction 

variation among writers, the classical DTW cannot easily match some symbols as discussed in the 

introduction. The MHD is a possible solution to cope with this variation. In this paper, the MHD 

between two symbols (S1 = {pti1} and S2 = {pti2}) is defined as 

 

(4) 

where . The MHD here is slightly different from that 

defined in Ref. [5]. We choose an average distance rather than a maximum distance between two 

point sets to prevent the effect of outliers. However, the MHD does not consider the continuity 

constraint. 

We now introduce a new distance called DTW A* to compare two multi-stroke symbols by 

keeping the continuity constraint. 

Basically, as with the classical DTW, a point-to-point distance matrix is built via the dynamic 

programming. Giving two multi-stroke symbols, rows and columns of this matrix represent the 



two symbols, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. The strokes of one symbol are placed in one side 

(rows or columns). The respective positions of the strokes in the two sequences are irrelevant and 

their matching has not to respect the temporal order. 

The main idea insists in iteratively constructing a small warping path until all the points are 

used. Once we choose a starting point couple, four possible directions of warping path are possible. 

Each direction represents a point-to-point distance matrix for matching two strokes or two 

sub-parts from two strokes. In each iteration, we search a warping path that minimizes warping 

cost and finishes at least one stroke. To find the best warping path, four cumulative distance 

matrices (see Fig. 3) are explored in four directions, respectively. 

For example, giving two symbols, one contains two strokes while the other contains one 

stroke, the two strokes of the first symbol are placed in rows and the stroke of the second symbol 

is placed in columns (one for each point), as shown in Fig. 3. Once we define a starting point (the 

small rectangle in the middle of Fig. 3), there are four possible matching directions (four possible 

warping paths) corresponding to four cumulative matrices. In each cumulative matrix, we can 

apply the classical DTW algorithm described in Fig. 2 to find the minimum cost warping path. We 

allow, however, DTW algorithm to not stop at the diagonal opposed point (the ending point) in the 

cumulative distance matrix but along the borders of the matrix (red cross signs). 

 

Fig. 3 Defining a starting point couple (the rectangle) and finding a warping path between the 

two-stroke symbol (symbol 1) and the single-stroke symbol (symbol 2) in four directions 

In fact, from Fig. 2, it can be found that the warping path stopping at P(9)=(6, 8) is not the 

best as the distance increases after P(7). This warping path can be cut by choosing the minimum 

distance among the points of the cumulative matrix edges: D(1, N2), D(2, N2), ..., D(N1, N2) and 

D(N1, 1), D(N1, 2), ..., D(N1, N2). In reality, we first calculate the whole cumulative distance 

matrix till to the end of both two strokes. Then the warping path stops when finishing with at least 

one of two strokes. Thus, a new ending point couple is obtained. For example， in Fig. 2, we 

choose the sub-path: (1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 5), (6, 6). 

With this strategy, starting point couples are chosen to associate the two sub-sequences with 

respect to the continuity constraint in each step. In each step, we choose a starting point couple 

again from non-used points of the two strokes. The searching procedure finishes until all the 

points are associated in the warping path. Our objective is to find the warping path that minimizes 

the associated cost in Eq. (2). The distance of DTW A* is normalized by the number of couples. 

Fig.4 shows the best warping path for associating two sets of point sequences. This solution 

contains four DTW sub-warping paths, which are obtained from Step 1 to Step 4. The matching 

directions are not necessary to be the same. A set of sub-warping paths which minimizes the 

associated cost (the sum of point-to-point distances) are searched. 

However, there are a large number of possibilities. To search the best warping path, an A* 

algorithm [7] is used to accelerate the search as discussed in Section 2.1. 

2.1  A* Algorithm  



In this section, the A* algorithm (A star) [7] to limit some futureless explorations is introduced. 

It iteratively searches the best path in a graph from the starting node (empty associated point) to 

the ending node (all associated points). However, not all the possible nodes are generated because 

of a heuristic function in the A* algorithm. In each step, only the best hypothesis is explored for 

the next step. 

 
 (a) Step 1 (b) Step 2 (c) Step 3 (d) Step 4 

Fig.4  A solution of warping path between two symbols (graphic and matrix views) 

The A* algorithm uses a distance-plus-cost heuristic function f(x) = g(x) + h(x) at each step x. 

The cost g(x) represents the cost of the best warping path from the starting step to the current step 

x, and the heuristic cost h(x) estimates the minimum distance to the ending step. Ref. [7] described 

the A* algorithm in detail. In this section, we define the two functions, namely g(x) and h(x), for 

our problem. Considering the heuristic distance h(.), it should be as large as possible but equal to 

or less than the real optimal distance for reaching the ending step, which means that h(.) is 

admissible.  

We first define each step x by a warping path Px(h)=(ix(h), jx(h)), 1 ≤ h ≤ Hx, between the two 

symbols S1 = (p1(1), p1(2), ..., p1(N1)) and S2 = (p2(1), p2(2), ..., p2(N2)). The warping path is a 

sequence of associated index pairs. Its cost is defined by the sum of pair costs:  

 

(5) 

Defining a set of non-used points NUPt(Sym, x) for a symbol Sym in step x, the heuristic cost h(.) 

therefore can be defined by 

 

(6) 

where 

 

(7) 

and . This heuristic distance h(.) is admissible 

because we always choose the minimum distance between the two sets of non-used pair points 

during the association of the point pairs. 

Even though the A* algorithm is used to accelerate the searching, the number of 

combinations is still large. In order to further reduce the combination numbers, we try to limit the 

number of starting point couples rather than using all the non-used point couples. This strategy 



will be developed in Section 2.2. 

2.2  Choosing Starting Points 

In order to generate next steps from step x, one have to choose a non-used starting point 

couple, which is used for starting up two sequences with a matching in four directions in 

maximum. For each direction, a new step is obtained. Although the A* algorithm can reduce the 

searching complexity, there are still many possibilities when using all the non-used points for a 

next step. In this section, we propose a strategy to limit the starting point couple generation. 

Defining the non-used segments in step x for each stroke in a symbol Sym by Segs(Sym, x), 

the boundary points of these segments are defined by FSeg(Sym, x). A set of new starting point 

couples {(pi, pj)} between two symbols, S1 and S2, are produced from FSeg(S1, x) to the closest 

points in Segs(S2, x), and vice versa: 

 

 

 

(8) 

Fig.5 shows the possible starting point couples of the first step in Fig.4 which is as 

considered as the step x. In this case, there exist three starting couples, namely (P1, P6) with only 

one direction, (P1, P8) with two possible directions and (P5, P11) with only one possible direction. 

In the general case, up to four directions have to be considered. All the possibilities are explored 

by the A* algorithm for searching the best warping path. 

 

Fig.5  Three starting point couples (P1, P6), (P1, P8) and (P5, P11) for starting the second step in 

Fig.4 

By limiting the number of starting couples, fewer branches are explored from the current step. 

It has two consequences: the system is faster but we cannot guarantee to select the best solution. In 

the next section, we will present experimental results of DTW A*  algorithm. 

3  Experiments 
In this section, we first display a qualitative matching between two patterns so that we can 

intuitively understand how it works. Second, a handwriting dataset is presented. Then, the 

performances of three distances (DTW A*, Classical DTW and MHD) are compared on a 

handwriting dataset. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the matching between two allographs of “x”. Our algorithm finds the best 

solution in 5 steps which are 5 sub-warping paths. The first two steps show the point-to-point 

matching of the top-left branch of “x”. The bottom-right branch is matched in the third step, etc. 



Our algorithm can cut the strokes into sub-graphemes which minimize the DTW distance between 

segments from two symbols. 

    

 (a) Two different “x” (b) Step 1 (c) Step 2 

    

 (d) Step 3 (e) Step 4 (f) Step 5 

Fig. 6  The best solution of two “x” 

In order to assess the recognition efficiency of DTW A*, we first present a handwriting 

dataset evaluated by a k-NN classifier. The handwriting dataset is a realistic handwritten flowchart 

dataset named FC dataset [8]. We also use six different graphical symbols (six classes) that 

represent the basic operations (data, terminator, process, decision, connection and arrow) without 

any handwritten text, as displayed in Fig. 7. This data set contains a training part (3641 symbols) 

and a test part (2494 symbols). In average, each symbol contains 2.4 strokes. As we can see, most 

symbols on the \textit{FC} dataset are composed of more than one stroke. People may write 

strokes in a symbol with different orders and directions. 

 

Fig. 7  An example of flowchart on the FC dataset 

Table 2 shows the recognition rates of three algorithms. DTW A* is slightly better (97.47%) 

than the classical DTW (96.79%), and more surprisingly MHD is also very efficient (97.31%). 

One explanation is that, for flowcharts, the sequence information is very irrelevant, and that it is 

better not to rely on. With the classical DTW, the strokes from one symbol are just concatenated, 

so that the time information is strongly kept. Thus, when a symbol is written in a different stroke 

order, the same stroke order should exist in the train dataset of the k-NN. To study the sensitivity 

with respect to the training size set, a 5-fold cross validation with a smaller training set size is also 

proposed. We can notice that DTW A* is quite stable (96.90%) although only one fifth of the 

training samples are available. Conversely, the performance of the classical DTW drops to 91.33%, 

in that case missing samples of the training set are not compensated by the flexibility of the 

matching process. 

Even though we have optimized a lot for the A* algorithm in terms of time, it is still 

time-consuming and memory-consuming (storing a large number of hypotheses). In average, each 

comparison takes 0.04 s, but some of them consume several seconds. 

 

 

 



Table 2  Results of k-NN classification (k = 5) and cross-validation on the FC dataset % 

 DTW A*  Classical DTW  MHD  

Normal k-NN 97.47 96.79 97.31 

Cross-Validation 96.90 91.33 95.65 

Decrease 0.57 4.86 1.66 
 

4  Conclusions 
As the brute force method produces a large number of possibilities, a distance between two 

sets of sequences is proposed, which keeps the continuity during each small matching. The 

proposed distance, namely DTW A*, uses the A* algorithm to reduce the complexity and only the 

promising candidates are considered. In addition, we limit the starting point couples. By the test 

on the FC dataset which contains flowchart symbols, it is found that the proposed DTW A* 

distance slightly outperforms the classical distances of DTW and MHD. The DTW A* remains 

quite stable during the cross-validation test. However, it is still not fast enough in practical usage. 

Further limitation of the starting point couples is a possible solution. 
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